pentier's Reasons of State as, during the early pages of the novel, he submits uncomfortably in his Paris townhouse to the condescension of a Sorbonne professor. They reveal an ambivalence toward metropolitan values that recurs continually throughout his narrative. Although in parentheses the narrator ironically suggests the inappropriateness of rationalism in the tropics, he gives more credence to the professor's rationalist critique of Latin American verbal art than he is at first willing to admit. Immediately afterwards, he confesses that his "concept of what oratory should be" has been directly "wounded" (p. 20). Eventually his ambivalence becomes so pronounced that the political career that is the subject of his narrative begins, as Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria has noted, to resemble those of certain notorious Latin American dictators who, "drunk with power and their own liberal rhetoric, became trapped in the ludicrous image of their own making." 2 Thus viewed as a form of rhetorical self-entrapment, the narrator's ambivalence may also be said to embody the fundamental contradictions of neo-colonialism in the Americas. For often only a grand but empty oratory served to link the magical realism of the masses with the positivist progressivism of their francophile rulers (the most famous of whom, Mexico's Porfirio Diaz, the narrator regards as his "double").
In the final analysis, however, both personal and historical contradictions are reconciled in Reasons of State. The reconciliation is achieved in the form of a reconstruction of Cartesian discourse that is both baroque and fantastic in its implications. A few preliminary remarks on the nature of this reconstruction follow.
At the outset, the narrator's divided world-view appears to be foundering on the very Cartesian dualism toward which he reacts so equivocally. He is enthralled by the concept of the sufficiency of reason alone at the same time that he is torn by a belief in the magical significance of objective reality, which Cartesianism would apparently deem irrelevant. But the Cartesian dualism is in fact a dynamism, a vacillation between atomistic and monistic extremes such as those which underlie both the personal and political contradictions of Reasons of State.4 As the narrator dryly suggests in the previously excerpted passage, Descartes was clearly no protoromantic. But (Spring 1978) arms" and "making up a terrible enclave of violation" (pp. 57-58). "The Devil! The Devil! Keep away! " all three yell as they flee from the cave, but the narrator's participation in these cries is not merely another example of manicheanism. For the manichean identification of nature with pitiless, dark forces was at least neutralized, however tenuously, by the civilizing force of the steam engine.
Here, such self-assurance is literally and figuratively shattered. It is precisely the forces of "progress" that have released the forces of evil. The rupture of the mummies' jars during the search for the rebels (instituted in the defense of a regime committed to the "scientific" management of government) unleashes an alternative world-view of mystery and evil, and a paradoxical contamination takes place between the two forces. As a consequence, the earlier distinction between good and evil can no longer be maintained.
Years later, after a forced abdication has increased the narrator's conviction that malign powers are at large in the world, he summons the courage for one final confrontation with ancestral spirits, one of which now resides in state in a Paris museum, deflecting attention from its donor's less laudable accomplishments. The Such a retrospective narrative implies a de-emphasis of the sequential ordering of events and a correspondingly increased emphasis upon their metaphoric ordering. 14 In other words, a concern for temporal sequence and causality gives way to a concern for the relatedness, the structural similarity and dissimilarity, of items within a sequence. As in traditional baroque art, there is also a resultant relativizing of time conducive to a sense of the eternal present. 's That this typically baroque perspective should be acquired in death is, in a sense, absurd: the ahistoricism of both chiliasm and progressivism is finally realized in a synchronous vision, but by a dead man. In another sense, however, by a symbolic inversion of which the hammock as womb is the chief trope, the narrator is quickening the possibility of a particularly vitalistic kind of historical discourse. History is no longer an unwitting reification of links in a diachronic chain, but rather a self-consciously synchronic sounding of any one of those links. Likewise, personality no longer holds the central position it has always held in both historical and fantastic discourse, which is, in any case, "nothing but the bad conscience of [a] positivist era." 16 The era referred to is the nineteenth century, but in fact its positivism carried well into the second decade of the next century in Latin America. The narrated action that is the subject of synchronous vision in Reasons of State takes place during this latter time period, with a leap forward to 1972 as the end, at which time we learn that the nar-rator's daughter has in the interim continued the reconstruction of self and of history begun by her father -by defiantly placing soil from the Luxembourg Gardens (instead of the ritually prescribed homeland) in his half-pagan, half-Christian tomb in Montparnasse.
Synchronous vision, in its fantastic as opposed to its symbolically-inverted, neo-baroque form, already represents an overlapping of the third and fourth of Todorov's "themes of self." But since I am using Todorov's categories only as an aid in understanding the ways in which Carpentier has re-injected the mind and matter dynamic of Descartes into its static descendants, I will not press too zealously any distinction between these two themes. Suffice it to say that transformation of time and space, and of the limits between subject and object, is characteristic of the retrospective reflections of Carpentier's narrator. This is so whether the narrator speaks as, or of, the dictator (as we have already seen) or whether he speaks omnisciently. It is in this latter voice, the voice of the trickster become profound, that the narrator's sense of the baroque nature of Latin American history attains its sharpest pitch. In a series of three historical visions toward the end of the novel, the narrator passes from solipsistic fantasy, through baroque mysticism, and finally to meta-historical insight in which space and time are collapsed and subject and object united on a universal scale.
The first of these visions occurs a few years before the narrator's fatal plunge into the vortex of rationalism in the Paris museum. In the abundant corporeality of the "Aux Glaces" brothel, with the permanent condition of exile already beginning to weigh heavily upon him, the narrator finds cold comfort and expresses it in the muddled tenses of fantastic revery: "In the . The coincidence of sexual awakening and fear of Satan (both at the significant age of seven, the "age of reason" according to Roman Catholic dogma) suggests, especially against the background of magical union with an elemental existence, that the narrator has in retrospect tapped the source of much of his own, his daughter's, and his people's guilts and fears. Mortification of the flesh, personified in the novel by the cult of the Divine Sheperdess, now appears to him on a par with the "Good Fairy Electricity" insofar as the essentially imported and anti-instinctual character of each is concerned. Such suspicion of the relativity of value systems is consequently borne out by the wholehearted popular support of the narrator's successor in his embracing of large-scale technological assistance from the Unites States. Yet at the time, after a momentary interpenetration, father and daughter had remained ciphers to each other, enjoying their separate misanthropies.
The narrator further advances his understanding of the dialectical nature of history with his reconsideration of an incident involving "the Student" and Notre Dame Cathedral. During a stopover in Paris on his way to a world socialist convention in Brussels, the young man had paused incongruously in the famous cathedral. The narrator and his party happened by and, without realizing who it was they were seeing, noticed the young man in rapt contemplation of the rose windows. Later, in a café to which his party had repaired for drinks, the narrator recognized him as "the Student." Now, in retrospect, the narrator reconstructs what he supposes to have been the object of his former opponent's contemplation. The result is a vision which builds directly upon the narrator's previous vision by taking religious faith as its theme. But in the way that it insists on a return to a Cartesian selfawareness unsullied by positivist cant or monist ecstasies, and in its implicit alignment with Marxist ideology, it is of much broader import. Though he sees "the Student" as "an enemy of the politics and compromise which so often, in his world, took the Church into the camp of his adversaries, and in the name of faith maintained a false order which was self-destructive," the narrator nonetheless senses in him someone "responsive to the dynamic quality of the Gospels Its priorities are epistemological. Even its most interpersonal moments are expressed dynamically: "it's a sort of dialogue -sometimes a battle -opposition and agreement between the female hand (the right) and the male hand (the left) which combine, complement one another, respond, but in a synchronization that is situated both within and outside the rhythm" (p. 261). These remarks refer specifically to the wonderfully communicative pianoplaying of the mulatto American consul who entertains the narrator and his mistress while they await deportation to the sterility, the "lucidity and transparency in argument" of France. But they refer just as much to the ballet of subject and object, of vortex and cyclone, of male and female, that in Reasons of State Carpentier has performed on positivist Latin America's grave.
